(5) Zara Articles & (1) J. Crew Article (Fashion Industry Discussion)

Pre-reading for Week 4: Designing Core and Lateral Organizations
The fashion industry will be one of our focuses as we examine the various ways in which carefully designed
lateral approaches are needed in today’s dynamic and disrupted organizations.
The first five articles describe the fast fashion model of Zara, a Spanish company widely “credited” with
fundamentally disrupting the fashion industry. The first, 2012 article is a short overview. The other four Zara
articles go into more depth about the model, the strategy, technology, and work processes underlying it, and
the strategic issues lying ahead—especially stressing the challenge they face in moving to digital.
Article six chronicles the same challenge as experienced by competitor J Crew, a company that has faced a
fundamental challenge to its survival because of its slowness in adapting to the changing retail environment. It
went into bankruptcy in May 2020.
Please read the first and sixth article and quickly scan the others to the extent that you are interested. We
have highlighted a few parts of articles 2-5 that illustrate elements of the fast fashion organization. This
background will be useful in our examination of lateral structures on Monday of Week 4, October 12, 2020.
Thank you!

Please read:
1) Zara Gets Fresh Styles to Stores Insanely Fast. How Do They Do it?
June 21, 2012 (from: Slate.com)
Please scan—we’ve highlighted some interesting practices:
2) How Zara Grew into the World’s Largest Fashion Retailer
November 9, 2012 (from: The New York Times)
3) Zara Builds Its Business Around RFID “Fast Fashion’ Meets Smarter Inventory; Retailer Learns
from Others’ Mistakes
Sept 16, 2014 (from: The Wall Street Journal)
4) A Model for Fast Fashion—Zara’s parent identifies trends and quickly moves garments from
sketch pads to stores
January 18, 2017 (from: ProQuest)
5) Zara’s New Focus: Bigger Bricks, More Clicks
April 7, 2017 (from: ProQuest)

Please read:
6) J. Crew’s Mickey Drexler Confesses: I Underestimated How Tech Would Upend Retail
May 24, 2017 (from: The Wall Street Journal)

http://www.slate.com/articles/arts/operations/2012/06/zara_s_fast_fashion_how_the_company_gets_new_styles_to_stores_so_quickly_.html?wpisrc=newsletter_tis
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Zara Gets Fresh Styles To Stores Insanely Fast. How Do They Do It?
By Seth Stevenson | Posted Thursday, June 21, 2012, at 6:00 AM ET
| Posted Thursday, June 21, 2012, at 6:00 AM ET

Slate.com

Polka Dots Are In? Polka Dots It Is!
How Zara gets fresh styles to stores insanely fast—within weeks.

How does Zara get new styles to its stores so fast? www.zara.com

If you’ve ever shopped at
Zara, the ubiquitous
clothing chain, you may
have noticed its trendy
offerings are not just
up-to-the-minute but
up-to-the-instant. Its styles
swap in and out more
often than al-Qaida
second-in-commands. A
March New York Times
story noted that Zara
seemed to have knocked
off a few looks from the
fall 2012 runway shows,
which debuted just weeks
earlier. “Other chains
churn out fast fashion,” the
story noted, while Zara
“attempts the

mind-spinningly supersonic.”
How does Zara do it? If you’ve been reading this series, you’ve already guessed: operations. Supply chain
management is the key to Zara’s corporate strategy.
According to Nelson Fraiman, a Columbia Business School professor who wrote a 2010 case study about Zara, most
apparel retailers commit six months in advance to the designs for 40 to 60 percent of their seasonal lines. By the start
of each season, nearly 80 percent of that season’s inventory is committed—meaning a lot of it has already been
manufactured.
There are upsides to scheduling far in advance. When you’re paying for factory time in China and you don’t own the
factory, booking the time up front ensures that the factory will have available capacity and that it will be focused on
your company’s products instead of on some rival’s. It also keeps manufacturing prices predictable—no need to pay
extra for emergency rush orders.
But there are downsides, too. Once you’ve made your bets, you need to sit back and hope you guessed right that
fuchsia and burlap would be the hot trends of the season. If they aren’t? You get stuck with oodles of unsold
inventory. There’s not much you can do to move it out of your stores except cut prices. If that’s not working, you
mark the items down even more and waste further money advertising the sale.
Zara, on the other hand, commits six months in advance to only 15 to 25 percent of a season’s line. And it only locks
in 50 to 60 percent of its line by the start of the season, meaning that up to 50 percent of its clothes are designed and
manufactured smack in the middle of the season. If mauve and velour suddenly become the rage, Zara reacts quickly,
designs new styles, and gets them into stores while the trend is still peaking.
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Zara has this capability because it keeps a significant amount of its production in-house and makes sure that its own
factories reserve 85 percent of their capacity for in-season adjustments. For its long-lead items, Zara uses the same
foreign factories as everybody else because the costs are cheaper. But for the fast-fashion items Zara produces
in-house, it often relies heavily on sophisticated fabric-sourcing, cutting, and sewing facilities nearer to its design
headquarters in Spain. The wages of these European workers are higher than those of their developing-world
counterparts. (Fraiman describes it as “Eight euros an hour instead of 50 cents an hour.”) But the turnaround time is
miraculous: as short as two weeks from an idea in a designer’s head to a garment on a Zara store’s shelf.
This quick in-season turnaround, from production facilities located close to Zara’s distribution headquarters in Spain,
lets Zara ship more often and in smaller batches. New styles can hit stores twice per week. If the mauve velour
leggings Zara hastily creates in an attempt to chase the latest trend do not in fact sell well, little harm is done. The
batch is small, so there’s not a ton of unsold inventory to get rid of. And because the failed experiment is over in a
jiffy, there’s still time to try a different style, and then a different one after that. Or to double up on production of a
hit—and raise its price in stores. Zara doesn’t need to forecast demand. It can respond to demand as it develops and
changes. (One executive told Fraiman that the company was “able to tilt the in-store inventory from equestrian
themes to black within two weeks of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.”)
Another benefit of the small batches is that markdowns are rare. Without massive piles of unsold clothes to get rid
of, Zara can get away with offering fewer discounts. Fraiman’s case study estimates that competitors sell 30 to 40
percent of their items at less than full price while at Zara, it’s closer to 15 to 20 percent. Because customers know
that new items are arriving every few days, and in limited quantities that might disappear quickly if the item is a hit,
they are motivated to shop frequently at Zara stores—an average of 17 visits per year, compared to only four or five
at the Gap, according to Fraiman.
It’s worth noting that Uniqlo, another affordably priced global apparel retailer, has succeeded with an approach
that’s almost the exact opposite of Zara’s. Here’s a passage about the Japanese-owned Uniqlo from a New York
Times story that ran last month: “Yasunobu Kyogoku, chief operating officer for Uniqlo's United States division,
said the company was able to get [retail] prices that low because it did not change its merchandise plans based on the
latest fashion fad. Instead, it books factory capacity in advance, and produces garments at a steady pace year-round,
rather than rushing to produce trendy items from specialty factories.” By making well-designed, well-fabricated,
basic clothes and managing to sell them incredibly cheaply because its factory costs are reined in, Uniqlo is able to
maintain customer demand without chasing every trendlet.
So there’s more than one way to skin the operations cat. You need to find the strategy that fits your company, your
product, and your marketplace. And never advance-order a six-month supply of fuchsia burlap rompers.
MySlate is a new tool that you track your favorite parts Slate. You can follow authors and sections,
track comment threads you're interested in, and more.
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November 9, 2012

How Zara Grew Into the World’s Largest Fashion Retailer (By SUZY HANSEN)
Galicia, on the Atlantic coast of northern Spain, is the homeland of Generalissimo Francisco Franco, but is
otherwise famous for being a place people try to leave. For much of the 20th century, hundreds of thousands of
gallegos, as they are called, emigrated to countries as far away as Argentina to escape Galicia’s rural poverty.
Today, however, even as Spain teeters on the edge of economic catastrophe, the Galician city La Coruña has
attracted notice as the hometown of Amancio Ortega Gaona, the world’s third-richest man — he displaced Warren
Buffett this year on the Bloomberg billionaire index — and the founder of a wildly successful fashion company,
Inditex, more commonly known by its oldest and biggest brand, Zara.
Ortega has never given an interview, according to his communications department, nor does he attend award
ceremonies or parties. He rarely allows his picture to be taken. Pablo Isla, who took over the company when the
76-year-old Ortega stepped down as chairman last year, rarely gives interviews or waves to the camera, either. In
fact, the public face of Inditex is its soft-spoken communications director, Jesus Echevarría, who, as I discovered
during a recent visit to the Inditex complex, is perhaps the only communications director on the planet who all
but apologizes whenever he must answer questions about Inditex’s runaway success.
The company’s outward modesty reflects its surroundings. La Coruña is a quiet place, typically European in its
humdrum perfection: tidy highways and compact cars, clean taxis, no need to worry about tipping. The week I
visited in late July, the conservative national government was threatening to implement a new austerity plan, and
unemployment among people under 30 in Spain hit 50 percent, but the city seemed calm. Restaurants were busy,
beaches packed. People dozed on La Coruña’s seaside boulders, while their dogs leapt in the water. The city is a
little more than 300 miles from Madrid and 555 miles from Barcelona. It’s an odd location for an aggressive,
global company like Inditex.
The campus (located in the industrial area of Arteixo, next door to La Coruña) consists of corporate headquarters
for the entire company, as well as headquarters for Zara and Zara Home, two of Inditex’s eight brands. There are
also factories and a distribution center where clothes are loaded onto trucks to be sent around the world. The
factories are directly across from the corporate offices. The main building, where I waited for my hosts, somewhat
resembled a hospital waiting room, with rows of plain boxy black chairs and little else. Apart from a single poster
of a fashion model, nothing adorned its white walls. No flowers, no words, no ads, no fashion magazines, no style.
The setting felt appropriate for the age of austerity, even if Inditex is one company in Spain that is actually
thriving.
Inditex is a pioneer among “fast fashion” companies, which essentially imitate the latest fashions and speed their
cheaper versions into stores. Every one of Inditex’s brands — Zara, Zara Home, Bershka, Massimo Dutti, Oysho,
Stradivarius, Pull & Bear and Uterqüe — follow the Zara template: trendy and decently made but inexpensive
products sold in beautiful, high-end-looking stores. Zara’s prices are similar to those of the Gap: coats for $200,
sweaters for $70, T-shirts for $30.
Inditex now makes 840 million garments a year and has around 5,900 stores in 85 countries, though that
number is always changing because Inditex has in recent years opened more than a store a day, or about
500 stores a year. Right now there are around 4,400 stores in Europe, and almost 2,000 in Spain alone.
Inditex’s main rivals are way behind. Arcadia Group, which owns Topshop, among others, has about 3,000
stores worldwide; H&M, based in Sweden, has 2,500 (when you include its smaller lines of stores); and
Mango, based in Spain, 2,400.
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In an Inditex conference room, Echevarría gave me a multimedia presentation about the company. The number
of stores in different countries popped up on the screen — including 289 in China and 45 in the United States.
Since the time of our meeting, in late July, Inditex has reached 350 stores in China and opened another in the
United States. The company’s march appears to be as inexorable as the passage of the seasons. But can Inditex
survive its own expansion?
“When we open a market, everyone asks, ‘How many stores will you open?’ ” he said. “Honestly, I didn’t know. It
depends on the customer and how big the demand is. We must have the dialogue with the customers and learn
from them. It’s not us saying you must have this. It’s you saying it.”
The roots of Inditex go back to 1963, when Ortega, the son of a railway worker, started a business making
housecoats and robes in La Coruña. In 1975, he opened his own store in town. He called it Zorba, after the 1964
film “Zorba the Greek.”
“I don’t think they were thinking of making history, just that it was a nice name,” Echevarría said. “But apparently
there was a bar that was called the same, Zorba, like two blocks away, and the owner of the bar came and said,
‘This is going to confuse things to have two Zorbas.’
They had already made the molds for the letters in the sign, so they just rearranged them to see what they could
find. They found Zara.” The holding company Inditex was created in 1985.
Ortega wanted to maintain his own manufacturing business in La Coruña, so from the beginning his business model
differed from the norm. A traditional ready-to-wear fashion company in the West sends the designs for its clothes to
independent factories in countries like China and India, where the labor to make them is cheap. These clothes are
then shipped back and stocked in stores in spring and fall, with smaller shipments throughout the year.
But a brand at Inditex will make a fall collection, for example, and then ship only three or four dresses or shirts or
jackets in each style to a store. There’s very little leftover stock, few extra-smalls or mediums hiding in the back.
But store managers can request more if there’s demand. They also monitor customers’ reactions, on the basis of
what they buy and don’t buy, and what they say to a sales clerk: “I like this scooped collar” or “I hate zippers at
the ankles.” Inditex says its sales staff is trained to draw out these sorts of comments from their customers. Every
day, store managers report this information to headquarters, where it is then transmitted to a vast team of inhouse designers, who quickly develop new designs and send them to factories to be turned into clothes.
More than half of Inditex’s manufacturing takes place either in the factories it owns or within proximity to
company headquarters, which is to say in Europe or Northern Africa. Inditex owns factories in Spain and
outsources production to factories in Portugal, Morocco and Turkey — considered costly labor markets, typically.
The rest of its clothes are produced in China, Bangladesh, Vietnam and Brazil, among other countries. The
trendiest items are made closest to home, however, so that the production process, from start to finish, takes only
two to three weeks. Inditex’s higher labor costs are offset by greater flexibility — no extra inventory lying around
— and on faster turnaround speed.
That means that if Inditex stores in London, Tokyo and São Paulo all have customers responding enthusiastically
to, let’s say, sequined cranberry-colored hot pants, Inditex can deliver more of these, or a variation on hot pants,
sequins or that cranberry color, to stores within three weeks. The company tries to keep the stock fresh; one
promise its stores make is that you will always be buying something nearly unique. Merchandise moves incredibly
quickly, even by fast-fashion standards. All those thousands of Inditex stores receive deliveries of new clothes
twice a week.
In this way, says Masoud Golsorkhi, the editor of Tank, a London magazine about culture and fashion, Inditex
has completely changed consumer behavior.
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“When you went to Gucci or Chanel in October, you knew the chances were good that clothes would still be there
in February,” he says. “With Zara, you know that if you don’t buy it, right then and there, within 11 days the entire
stock will change. You buy it now or never. And because the prices are so low, you buy it now.”
Inditex owes none of its success to advertising. That’s because Inditex doesn’t advertise. It hardly even has a
marketing department, and it doesn’t engage in flashy campaigns, as its competitors do, teaming up with
fashion designers like Stella McCartney, Karl Lagerfeld, Martin Margiela and Marni. Zara’s designers are
completely anonymous; some would say this is because they are copiers rather than designers.
The marketing Inditex does do is all about real estate. The company invests heavily in the beauty, historical
appeal and location of its shops.
“The high street is really divided according to brand value,” says Golsorkhi, who is also a consultant for
fashion brands. “Prada wants to be next to Gucci, Gucci wants to be next to Prada. The retail strategy for
luxury brands is to try to keep as far away from the likes of Zara. Zara’s strategy is to get as close to them as
possible.”
For example, in Istanbul, where I live, Zara, Uterqüe and Massimo Dutti can all be found on Tesvikiye Caddesi, a
tony and heavily trafficked avenue. They are one street away from Cartier and Hermès and Chanel. But Inditex is
even more ambitious than that when it comes to finding valuable real estate. In 2003, Inditex built a Zara in the
San Antonio el Real, an 18th-century convent in Salamanca, and in a historic cinema in Elche (also in Spain). The
company likes special buildings. Last year, it paid $324 million to buy space at 666 Fifth Avenue in New York,
according to the company, a building best known for being the most expensive ever sold in Manhattan.
“In New York, they did one page saying they were opening — in The New York Times,” Echevarría said. “But it’s
not a campaign; it’s an announcement; it’s information. The company does not talk about itself. The idea was that
the client was to talk about the company. It was not to say how good it could be. The customer would say that if it
was deserved.”
In the last five years, Inditex’s overall sales have grown to 13.8 billion euros a year from 9.4 billion euros. Profit
has risen to almost 2 billion euros a year. The company expanded to 110,000 employees in 2011, from around
80,000 in 2007. In short, while Spain has been suffering through real estate and debt crises (following the
global financial crisis), Inditex has prospered. Echevarría said that is because the customer is always
determining production — not the other way around. Every piece of clothing the company makes has, in a way,
been requested. A business model that is so closely attuned to the customer does not share the cycle of a
financial crisis.
Fast fashion has also become more hip in recent years; even celebrities like Kate Middleton have been
photographed wearing Zara. “It’s generally the way the retail market is going — it’s not just Zara,” says Isabel
Cavill, a senior analyst with Planet Retail, a consulting firm based in London. “There’s a bit of cachet in picking
up something that looks like £500 for £50.” If people compliment your nice dress, you can proudly boast that
you got it for a steal.
Increasingly, H&M and Mango have raced to keep up with Zara. But the Inditex effect is not confined to cheap,
fast fashion. It has forced — or inspired, depending on how you look at it — people to spend their money in a
different manner. In Zara, every purchase is an impulse buy; there’s no longer any saving up for that gorgeous
leather jacket in the window. You are buying clothes not because you love them, but because, at $50, those hot
pants are as cheap as Sunday brunch for two — and likely to be gone in a matter of days. It’s a way of
consumption that has conditioned buyers to expect this up-to-the-minute trendiness and variety in higher-end
labels as well.
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“They broke up a century-old biannual cycle of fashion,” Golsorkhi says. “Now, pretty much half of the high-end
fashion companies” — Prada and Louis Vuitton, for example — “make four to six collections instead of two each
year. That’s absolutely because of Zara.”
The Inditex brands exist in a dizzying fashion time frame, where the latest trend seems to be wilting on a
woman a few hours after she buys into it. The public relations person who gave me the rest of my tour of the
Inditex premises — and requested not to be named, presumably in accordance with Inditex’s modesty rules —
wore sleek black pants with zippered ankles, a loose yellow blouse and a black blazer with an upside-down V cut
out of the back. She looked sharp and shiny as a penknife. I wore a dress that was at least six years old, which
basically means I showed up for my fast-fashion tour in a poodle skirt.
The Zara headquarters is a huge airplane-hangar-size open space, with regional sales managers sitting at a line of
desks running down the middle, designers on either side of them. The managers field calls from China or Chile to
learn what’s selling, then they meet with the designers and decide whether there’s a trend. In this way, Inditex
takes the fashion pulse of the world. “The manager will say, ‘My customers are asking for red trousers,’ and if it’s
the same demand in Istanbul, New York and Tokyo, that means it’s a global trend, so they know to produce more
red pants,” the P.R. person said.
I remarked that it must be interesting to see what is fashionable in Turkey but not in New York and vice versa. I
imagined that different nationalities still had different tastes, at least in terms of fashion. But I was wrong.
“Actually, the customer is more or less the same in New York and Istanbul,” she said. “There are differences, like
Brazilian girls like more brilliant colors, whereas in Paris they use more black. But in general when you find a
fashion trend, it’s global.”
Earlier, Echevarría told me that neighborhoods share trends more than countries do. For example, the store on
Fifth Avenue in Midtown New York “is more similar to the store in Ginza, Tokyo, which is an elegant area that’s
also touristic,” he said. “And SoHo is closer to Shibuya, which is very trendy and young. Brooklyn now is a wildly
trendy place to go, while Midtown — well, no New Yorker is actually shopping on Fifth Avenue now.” The buyers
there are suburban tourists, he meant.
I recalled how I returned to my hipsterish Istanbul neighborhood after a trip to Brooklyn not long ago and
discovered that the Turks were all also wearing those huge scarves wrapped around their necks eight times. I was
surprised by how fast a style traveled across the globe, because I don’t see many Turks reading fashion magazines.
But it isn’t just magazines that tell us what to wear. People like Ortega do. Or, more accurate, we tell each other,
through the conduit of his Inditex stores and others like them.
On my tour, I also visited the mock Zara and Zara Home stores that were set up inside the headquarters. The
fall collection, about to be introduced around the world, sat in the storefront.
There were lots of studs in brassy gold, military colors, skulls, white lace shirts and animal prints that, the
spokeswoman said, “have been trendy since last season and will continue a little bit, but just until Christmas.” A
trend can last a half a year, but some are finished in a month. “They thought that animal prints would finish by
summer, but it kept going,” she said. “In the beginning of this season we had fluorescent colors. It was a trend
in April and May, and it was very successful and then that was it.”
We stopped in at Zara Home, which the representative said operated just like the clothing stores. (Last month,
the company introduced Zarahome.com in the United States, as well as Massimo Dutti, a higher-end clothing
brand.) I was dubious that people throw away and replenish dishes and rugs the way they do miniskirts, but she
assured me they do, especially when it was trendy. (I noticed skull-patterned stuff again.) Then we went to Zara
Kids. It occurred to me that the avalanche of inexpensive clothing would likely put an end to the custom of handme-down baby clothes. Why deal with someone else’s stains when you can buy new (and on-trend) for $25?
Source: www.nytimes/com/2012/11/11/magazine/How Zara Grew Into the World’s Largest Fashion Retailer - NYTimes.com
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“The trends for kids are the same for adults,” the spokeswoman said.
I looked at a jacket. “So I guess these Chanel-looking boxy things are in style for everyone.” She nodded.
“Skulls for kids, too, huh?”
Inditex denies that it copies other designers. Yet in The New York Times last March, Alexandra Jacobs
described a visit to the new Zara store on Fifth Avenue in New York, where she was reminded of Prada, Alexander
Wang, Balmain and many other high-end brands. Christian Louboutin took Inditex to court for selling the
company’s signature red-soled shoes but lost, mainly because Inditex takes care to change its designs just enough
to evade copyright laws.
“To the luxury brands, they are copycats, they are like mushrooms feeding off the main body of fashion,”
Golsorkhi says. “I was of the same mind myself, but I have grown out of that because I realize that the fashion
companies also copy each other. In the end, no one’s original.”
H&M also delivers frequent shipments of new items and imitates the latest trends. But even H&M offers original
collections by famous fashion designers. Inditex has discovered it doesn’t need to.
“They have done process innovation very well,” says Nelson Fraiman, a professor at Columbia Business School
who has studied the Inditex model. “Product innovation? No. But tell me one Chinese company that has done
product innovation very well. They are brilliant at process. I think you should give a cheer for process innovation.”
Expansion, however, poses a threat to Zara’s process by putting stores far from the factories and logistics center
in Europe. Echevarría said the company very carefully selects the cities where it opens new stores. Remember the
slide presentation showing only 45 stores in the United States compared with hundreds in other countries? There
are reasons for that. Foreign brands have a long history of failing miserably here.
“The United States is a graveyard of European retailers,” says José Luis Nueno, a professor of marketing at
I.E.S.E. Business School in Madrid. “Everyone who has gone there has struggled. Laura Ashley has shut down
and even Benetton is declining. The U.S. is really complex because it’s about putting stores in shopping malls in
the middle of nowhere. Fashionistas live on the East and West coasts. Then everyone else dresses in the Gap
and Walmart and T. J. Maxx. If you really wanted to cover the U.S., you would have to open 300 stores, and
they would have to focus all their energy to make it work.”
There’s also the delicate matter of sizing.
“Would you expand in the United States?” Fraiman asks. “Zara to me is a European store for European style; it’s
very fashion forward. And what is the problem in America? They don’t fit in the clothes. So why do it? Having to
make larger sizes makes production so much more complex.”
Expanding in China, however, will make production more complex and also require heavy investment. The
company plans to open more than 400 stores there this year. “Even opening three stores a week is very
aggressive,” Fraiman says. “Their factories in La Coruña have a finite capacity to respond quickly. You open more
and more stores, and you don’t have flexibility of the last-minute response. Once they have a big thrust in China,
then what happens is that they will have to take the whole model” — the processing of customer reactions, the
quick-turnaround design teams, the logistics platform — “and replicate it in China.” But the bigger Inditex gets, he
says, the more it will lose control over quality and efficiency.

Source: www.nytimes/com/2012/11/11/magazine/How Zara Grew Into the World’s Largest Fashion Retailer - NYTimes.com
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Still, Asia remains central to Inditex’s plans, and the prospect of more than a billion Chinese consuming clothes at
the fast-fashion clip worries some critics of the industry model. According to Elizabeth Cline, the author of
“Overdressed: The Shockingly High Cost of Cheap Fashion,” Americans buy 20 billion garments a year, an average
of 64 garments a person. When the Chinese are consuming at the same rate, that’s more than 80 billion garments
a year. Golsorkhi says that fast fashion hasn’t changed the amount of labor needed to make clothes or the waste
created by their production. Your new fluorescent miniskirt might only cost $40, but Bangladeshi workers still
work for low pay in poor conditions to make it. Inditex says it works with unions and other organizations “to have
the most respectful supply chain” and audits all of its partners every year, but like most major fashion companies
that outsource the manufacturing of their clothes, it has received its share of complaints about factory conditions.
“The reality is: a T-shirt is a T-shirt is a T-shirt,” Golsorkhi says. “It costs the planet the same thing whether you
have paid £200 for it or £1 for it. It does the same amount of damage. A T-shirt is equivalent to 700 gallons of
water, gallons of chemical waste, so much human labor.
But it used to be that we could do with three T-shirts a year. Now we need 30. Sometimes it’s actually cheaper to
throw away clothes than to wash them. That has got to be wrong.” It also may not be good for business in the long
run.
“Eventually, there aren’t going to be resources to sustain fast fashion, so to me it seems to be a very vulnerable
business model,” says Alex McIntosh, the business and research manager at the London College of Fashion’s
Center for Sustainable Fashion. “Production costs will also get more expensive, and they won’t be able to keep this
up. Value-based companies
don’t have margins to absorb that additional cost. And then they will need to convince customers to spend
more for clothes again.”
At the end of my tour, I went to one of the Inditex factories. There were about 100 workers, I was told; huge
machines do much of the work. Hundreds of bright red three-quarter-length coats were hanging throughout the
building, almost ready to be shipped. A line of women stood at ironing boards, smoothing out the wool-blend,
looking for defects and, the spokeswoman told me with emphasis, attaching security tags. Inditex had discovered
that if that task was left to the employees in the stores, it would take an extra few intolerable hours to get that
trendy red coat from Galicia into your closet.
Suzy Hansen is a writer based in Istanbul. She last wrote for the magazine about health care in rural
Mississippi.
Editor: Dean Robinson
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Zara Builds Its Business Around RFID
'Fast Fashion' Meets Smarter Inventory; Retailer Learns From Others'
Mistakes
By Christopher Bjork
Sept. 16, 2014 12:22 p.m. ET

High-tech ID tags on merchandise have been slow to pay off for many retailers, but the Zara chain is a fan.
Reuters

MADRID—For more than a decade, radio frequency identification chips were touted as a game-changer
for retailers. But when they tried to apply the inventory-tracking technology, merchants such as WalMart Stores Inc. [WMT -0.20%] and J.C. PenneyCo. [JCP -0.54%] discovered that what looked good on
the drawing board didn't always work so well in warehouses and stores.
Penney, for instance, started attaching RFID chips to merchandise in 2012, but the radio signals
interfered with existing anti-theft sensors. Penney removed the anti-theft sensors, but thieves caught
on and shoplifting surged. The company scrapped the project.
Now, apparel powerhouse Inditex SA, [ITX.MC -0.22%] parent of the Zara chain, says it has learned from
competitors' experience and is rolling out RFID technology throughout the operations of its signature
brand.
The chips, about twice the size of a standard mobile-phone SIM card, help the world's largest fashion
retailer keep better track of its stock and replenish its clothing racks more quickly, said Pablo Isla,
chairman and chief executive of Inditex, which reports first-half results on Wednesday.
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"It gives us great visibility, knowing exactly where each garment is
located," Mr. Isla said. "It really changes how we operate our
stores."
RFID chips can store information about whatever item they are
attached to and, when prompted, emit that data via radio signals
RFID technology “gives us great visibility,
knowing exactly where each garment is
located,” says Inditex CEO Pablo Isla.
AFP/Getty Images

to a scanner. Inditex is burying the chips inside its garments' plastic
security tags, an innovation that allows the "fast fashion" chain to
reuse them after the tags are removed at checkout.

By the end of this year, more than 1,000 of the 2,000 Zara stores will have the technology, with the
rollout completed by 2016, Mr. Isla said.
The scale and speed of the project is drawing notice in the industry. The Spanish retailer says it bought
500 million RFID chips ahead of the rollout, or one of every six that apparel makers are expected to use
globally this year, according to U.K.-based research firm IDtechEX.
Zara, which operates in 88 countries, generates two-thirds of Inditex's €16.7 billion ($21.6 billion) in
annual sales. For the first half ended in July, Inditex is forecast to report sales of €8.08 billion and net
income of €908.6 million, according to FactSet. In the year-earlier first half, Inditex reported sales of
€7.7 billion on net income of €951 million
Inditex began experimenting with RFID in 2007. Mr. Isla asked his engineers and logistics experts to
figure out how to reuse the chips—a solution that would minimize costs and ensure that the tracking
devices wouldn't follow customers out the door, a concern among privacy advocates.
A breakthrough came during a brainstorming session at Inditex headquarters in northwest Spain, Mr.
Isla said. An employee suggested putting the chip inside the slightly larger security tags Zara attaches to
each item, a combination that experts in the field say no other large company has used.
The security tag's plastic case would protect the chip, allowing for reuse, and it would be removed at
checkout.
One benefit was on display on a recent morning, when store manager Graciela Martín supervised
inventory-taking at one of Zara's biggest outlets in Madrid. The task previously tied up a team of 40
employees for five hours, she said. That morning she and nine other workers sailed through the job in
half the time, moving from floor to floor and waving pistol-shaped scanning devices that beeped almost
continuously while detecting radio signals from each rack of clothing.
Before the chips were introduced, employees had to scan barcodes one at a time, Ms. Martín said, and
these storewide inventories were performed once every six months. Because the chips save time, Zara
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carries out the inventories every six weeks, getting a more accurate picture of what fashions are selling
well and any styles that are languishing.
And each time a garment is sold, data from its chip prompts an instant order to the stockroom to send
out an identical item. Previously, store employees restocked shelves a few times a day, guided by
written sales reports.
If a customer can't find an item—say a medium-sized purple shirt—a salesperson can point an iPod's
camera at a barcode of a similar item and, using data gathered by the chips, see whether it is available in
the store, in a nearby Zara store, or online.

By the end of this year, more than 1,000 of the 2,000 Zara stores will have radio frequency
identification, or RFID, for inventory tracking, with the rollout completed by 2016. A Zara store in
Madrid. Reuters.

Some early adopters got only limited payback from investment in RFID. Early last decade, Wal-Mart
pushed its suppliers to put chips on cases of items or stacks of cases, rather than on individual items.
Wal-Mart scaled down the project after suppliers complained about the high cost of the technology—a
problem Inditex doesn't face because it manufactures its own clothing.
But the technology has slowly been catching on. In the U.S., Macy's Inc. said this week it would expand
use of RFID tags after tests showed they helped improve sales, margins and markdowns.
Other European retailers have recently embraced the tracking technology. France's Oxylane Groupe,
owner of sporting goods chain Decathlon, said it will put hundreds of millions of RFID chips on goods it
sells. U.K.-based Marks & Spencer, [MKS.LN -0.39%] which specializes in clothing, home products and
luxury food items, said it plans to track everything it sells.
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Bill Hardgrave, dean of Harbert College of Business at Auburn University and a consultant on RFID, said
his retailer clients have boosted sales between 2% and 30% after installing tracking devices. Traditional
retailers usually know where 60% of their inventory is at any time. With RFID technology, accuracy levels
exceed 95%, he said.
"Zara might not be the first, but when they implement a new technology, they do it so well that they
catch up very fast," said David Frink, chief technology officer at German clothier Gerry Weber
International AG, one of the first retailers to put RFID chips on all its products.
Write to Christopher Bjork at christopher.bjork@wsj.com
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A Model for Fast Fashion --- Zara's parent identifies trends and quickly moves garments from sketch
pads to stores
Author: Kowsmann, Patricia
ProQuest document link
Abstract:
[...]of Inditex's speedy conception and nearby production, it can get new clothes to stores in as fast as two
weeks. Inditex uses warehouses only for online sales. "Since the beginning, the idea has been to understand
what the customer wants first and then have an integrated manufacturing and logistics system to be able to
deliver it to them quickly," Inditex Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Pablo Isla said in an interview.
Links: Linking Service, Click here to order Full Text from OCLC ILLiad
Full text:
A black, high-collar women's wrap coat, fastened with a metal ring, was hung out for sale one recent morning at
Zara's flagship store in New York.
"Customers asked for hardware this season," the manager said, holding out the ring. That kind of feedback, he
added, can inspire a new style that reaches his store within weeks.
This coat took 25 days.
The garment's journey from design workshop in Spain to retail display rack in Manhattan, traced by The Wall
Street Journal, offers an inside look at the fast-fashion model that has made Zara's parent company, Inditex SA,
the world's biggest fashion retailer by sales.
A designer and pattern maker at the Spanish company's headquarters, in the small industrial city of Arteixo,
took five days to fashion a prototype of the loose-fitting winter coat, based on discussions with Zara store
managers of what women were seeking.
A second pattern maker, cutters and seamstresses then worked 13 days to produce 8,000 of the coats. During
the next six days the coats were ironed, labeled, tagged, checked for quality and trucked to Zara's logistics
center in Zaragoza and from there to Barcelona's airport. The next day one of the coats was on a truck from
John F. Kennedy Airport to the Fifth Avenue store, to sell for $189.
The company's ability to respond quickly to customer taste has long been the subject of industry study. Now its
American rivals are emulating some of the short cuts that have helped Inditex expand to more than 7,000 stores
in 92 countries and earn 20.9 billion euros ($22.1 billion) in sales last year, double what it earned in 2008.
One way that Inditex speeds production is by making 60% of its garments in Spain and nearby countries.
Retailers such as J.C. Penney Co. are now turning to closer suppliers in Central America, relying less on those
in Asia. That, along with some streamlining in design and logistics, has cut delivery time of some J.C. Penneybrand items from nearly 10 months to about eight, the company said.
Former industry leader Gap Inc., whose annual sales have been stagnant for the past decade, is moving some
of its manufacturing from Asia to the Caribbean. It also is speeding up conception of some garments,
sometimes approving new items for production within 24 hours.
A spokesman for J.C. Penney said it doesn't comment on other retailers. Gap declined to comment on Inditex.
But experts say it would be hard for competitors to replicate the Inditex model without a more thorough overhaul
of the way they design, manufacture and distribute their products.
The Spanish retailer's rivals might move production closer to home, but they "just don't have an organization set
up to react quickly to what is trending," said Liz Dunn, founder of Talmage Advisors, a retail consulting firm.
"Simply put, the reason for Inditex's success is short lead times: the ability to offer designs to the customer that
18 January 2017
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other retailers do not yet have," Societe Generale analyst Anne Critchlow said, adding that this allows the
company to charge more than competitors. "Think of Zara not as a brand, but as a very speedy chameleon that
adapts instantly to fashion trends."
Every creative decision about the women's wrap coat -- as all other Zara garments -- flowed quickly from
impromptu discussions at Inditex headquarters, in an open workspace slightly bigger than a soccer field.
Designers and commercial staff sit side by side there, in electronic and telephone contact with Zara store
managers around the world. Store managers, often flown in to consult, viewed a mock-up of the coat and
helped shape its design. There were no formal meetings.
As a result of Inditex's speedy conception and nearby production, it can get new clothes to stores in as fast as
two weeks. By contrast, at Sweden's Hennes &Mauritz AB, known for its trendy H&M designs, 80% of its
garments are ordered several months in advance, according to Societe Generale. H&M declined to comment.
Inditex says its centralized distribution ensures that once produced, a garment will reach the store that ordered
it. Other retailers' products are often sent in bulk to warehouses, then distributed to stores, increasing the
chance that unsold items will get stuck somewhere, retail analysts say. Inditex uses warehouses only for online
sales.
"Since the beginning, the idea has been to understand what the customer wants first and then have an
integrated manufacturing and logistics system to be able to deliver it to them quickly," Inditex Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer Pablo Isla said in an interview.
Analysts say the Inditex model will come under strain as the company expands its global reach, especially into
China's growing retail market. "You are not going to be as close always to your sources of supply," Ms. Dunn
said.
While Inditex is constantly analyzing ways to become more efficient, Mr. Isla said the company will never
abandon its centralized-inventory system.
The women's wrap coat is one of more than 50 of its kind shipped to the Fifth Avenue store in small batches this
fall. They are selling briskly, the manager said. As they go, he orders more from headquarters.
To give shoppers a sense of exclusivity, Inditex says no more than 25,000 of the coats will be made, even if
they sell out. Besides, stores must make space for newer items that arrive from Spain twice a week throughout
the year.
At the Fifth Avenue store, the manager pointed to the newest hot item, a red and black flannel shirt with a pussy
bow. "Customers said they want the rocker look with a touch of femme," he said.
--Imani Moise in New York contributed to this article.
--Retailer Inditex
Charts Own Path
--Zara's parent didn't shift to
Asia, like its competitors;
big decisions are made at home
ARTEIXO, Spain -- Inditex SA's fast-fashion model was developed long before the internet and social media
universalized fashion trends and made the strict twice-a-year collection releases obsolete.
Founder Amancio Ortega, whose fortune is estimated by Forbes at $79.4 billion, began working as a shirt
maker's delivery boy at age 14 after dropping out of school to help his struggling family.
In 1963, when he was 27, he and members of his family started their own garment-making business.
He opened the first Zara store in 1975, after realizing he could do better than the retailers who were buying his
clothes.
18 January 2017
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In 1988 he began expanding Inditex, Zara's parent company, beyond his native Spain but refused to follow
Western competitors in shifting most production to distant parts of Asia.
Mr. Ortega kept all decisions about design, manufacture and distribution centralized in this small industrial city.
Inside company headquarters -- a glassy cube attached to a semicircular low-rise building -- bare walls and
subdued decor reflect the Inditex motto: "The company doesn't speak; the customer speaks for the company."
None of its eight brands -- including Zara, youth-oriented Pull &Bear, and higher-end Massimo Dutti -advertises.
On a recent day at lunchtime, the hallways were swarming with twenty-something-year-old employees in baggy
jeans, oversize long blazers and Adidas Stan Smith shoes.
Jesus Echevarria, Inditex's communications director, said 150 languages are spoken across the company,
which employs more than 150,000 people world-wide.
Of the 600 designers, 350 work for Zara at the headquarters, creating more than 18,000 designs a year.
-- Patricia Kowsmann
Credit: By Patricia Kowsmann
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By Patricia Kowsmann
LA CORUÑA, Spain -- Zara's new flagship store in its hometown here illustrates part of the fashion retailer's
strategy to stay ahead of its rivals: focusing on bigger brick-and-mortar stores and an online expansion.
Zara's new store, with over 54,000 square feet and five stories, opened in September and replaced four smaller
ones spread around town.
It serves as the model for other Zara flagship stores the company is rolling out around the world. The retailer
hopes the new stores, which will contain full range of its collections, will persuade customers to browse and
ultimately buy more.
The changes at Zara come as traditional retailers are struggling to catch up with rapidly changing consumer
purchasing habits, as more shoppers shun stores in favor of online purchases.
Such pressure helped prod Neiman Marcus Group Ltd. into its decision this week to begin talks to sell itself to
the parent of Saks Fifth Avenue. And some analysts have suggested that it is time for Gap Inc. to explore
strategic alternatives for Banana Republic, including a potential sale or shutting down the brand.
An urgent question for most retailers is the right brick-and-mortar strategy to adopt. For instance, Macy's Inc. is
shutting hundreds of stores even as Gap is expanding its network after a big retrenchment.
Inditex SA, Zara's parent and the world's largest fashion retailer by sales, hasn't said how many such stores it
will open.
The company's strategy, supported by a rapid-fire production system that lets it replenish its stores more quickly
than rivals, is aimed at setting itself apart in an industry struggling to identify the right brick-and-mortar strategy.
Inditex seeks to have "full integration of the brick-and-mortar stores and online businesses, with store openings
that are increasingly more relevant," said Inditex Chairman and Chief Executive Pablo Isla said in a press
conference Wednesday.
Despite a difficult year for retailers, Inditex saw net profit jump 10% last year, while sales hit a record of
EUR23.31 billion ($24.76 billion), according to figures released Wednesday. That momentum has continued this
year, with 13% growth in store and online sales in constant currency terms over the past six weeks.
Sales at Inditex stores open at least a year rose 8% in the first six weeks of this fiscal year, according to
calculations by Société Générale analyst Anne Critchlow. The Spanish retailer's main fast-fashion rival, Hennes
&Mauritz AB, reported same-store sales fell 1% in February.
For years, H&M and Inditex raced around the world opening stores. But last year, Inditex started to slow down
its expansion. H&M, instead, kept up the pace, but the push failed to pay off, with the Swedish retailer reversing
its expansion plans in January after reporting a 2016 fall in profit.
Inditex, which also owns the Pull&Bear and Bershka brands, on Wednesday said it plans to open between 450
and 500 new stores in 2017 while absorbing 150 to 200 smaller ones. In 2016, it opened a net 279 stores,
bringing its total to nearly 7,300.
Analysts say Inditex's new strategy leaves plenty of space for the online platform to expand without
cannibalizing the brick-and-mortar shops. By closing smaller stores and focusing on flagship stores, customers
who aren't close to these stores could be prodded into shopping online, according to analysts at Berenberg.
07 April 2017
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Inditex, which doesn't break down online and store sales, is trying to integrate the two services. For instance,
customers can pick up and return online store-bought purchases. They can also order online with the help of a
store clerk.
"Inditex is the best-in-class omni-channel retailer, complementing its flagship stores with a highly convenient
ecommerce proposition," Berenberg analysts wrote in a note.
For all of 2016, Inditex reported a rise in sales at all of its eight brands, including Pull&Bear and Bershka, and
across all regions. Zara alone was responsible for 66% of total sales.
Analysts welcomed a plan to raise the dividend payout by 13% to EUR0.68 a share, reflecting the company's
EUR6.1 billion cash pile.
"Inditex is sitting on a very large cash pile and this looks set to increase over the years to come," Ms. Critchlow
said.
Write to Patricia Kowsmann at patricia.kowsmann@wsj.com
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J.Čřěẅ’ș Mįčķěỳ Đřěxŀěř Čǿňfěșșěș: İ
Ųňđěřěșťįmǻťěđ Ħǿẅ Ťěčħ Ẅǿųŀđ
Ųpěňđ Řěťǻįŀ
Retail legend didn’t understand how speed and price would drive internet shoppers; 10
quarters of falling sales

J.Crew CEO Mickey Drexler, center, is refocusing on lower prices and a more accessible image. The company said last
month it was parting ways with creative chief Jenna Lyons, in pink. PHOTO: SAM DEITCH/BFA

Bỳ Ķħǻđěějǻ Șǻfđǻř
Updated May 24, 2017 11:17 a.m. ET
Mįŀŀǻřđ “Mįčķěỳ” Đřěxŀěř, țħě fǻșħįǿň ģěňįųș ẅħǿșě ǻbįŀįțỳ țǿ șpǿț țřěňđș řěșħǻpěđ ħǿẅ
Ǻměřįčǻňș đřěșș, ħǻș ǻ ħųmbŀįňģ ǻđmįșșįǿň. Ħě mįșșěđ ẅħǻț mįģħț bě țħě bįģģěșț țřěňđ
ǿf ǻŀŀ—ħǿẅ qųįčķŀỳ țěčħňǿŀǿģỳ ẅǿųŀđ čħǻňģě țħě řěțǻįŀ įňđųșțřỳ.
“İ’vě ňěvěř șěěň țħě șpěěđ ǿf čħǻňģě ǻș įț įș țǿđǻỳ,” țħě 72-ỳěǻř-ǿŀđ čħǻįřmǻň ǻňđ čħįěf
ěxěčųțįvě ǿf J.Čřěẅ Ģřǿųp İňč. șǻįđ įň ǻň įňțěřvįěẅ ǻț ħįș Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ ǿffįčě. “İf İ čǿųŀđ ģǿ
bǻčķ 10 ỳěǻřș, İ mįģħț ħǻvě đǿňě șǿmě țħįňģș ěǻřŀįěř.”
Țħě řěțǻįŀ věțěřǻň, ẅħǿ řěđěfįňěđ Ģǻp İňč. įň țħě 1990ș ǻňđ țħěň țřǻňșfǿřměđ J.Čřěẅ
įňțǿ ǻ ħǿųșěħǿŀđ ňǻmě, įș ňǿẅ șčřǻmbŀįňģ țǿ ķěěp țħě čǿmpǻňỳ ħě țǿǿķ přįvǻțě įň ǻ
ŀěvěřǻģěđ bųỳǿųț fřǿm ěňđįňģ ųp įň bǻňķřųpțčỳ.
Șǻŀěș ǻț J.Čřěẅ Ģřǿųp șțǿřěș ǿpěň ǻț ŀěǻșț ǻ ỳěǻř ħǻvě fǻŀŀěň fǿř țħě pǻșț 10 qųǻřțěřș—țħě
ķįňđ ǿf șŀųmp țħǻț ģǿț Mř. Đřěxŀěř ǿųșțěđ fřǿm țħě Ģǻp įň 2002. Țħįș țįmě ħě ǿẅňș 10%
ǿf țħě čǿmpǻňỳ, ǻňđ įț įș ŀěňđěřș, ňǿț țħě fǿųňđįňģ fǻmįŀỳ, țħǻț ǻřě pųțțįňģ ǿň țħě
přěșșųřě.
Fǿř đěčǻđěș, fǻșħįǿň ẅǻș ěșșěňțįǻŀŀỳ ǻ ħįț ǿř mįșș bųșįňěșș. Měřčħǻňțș ŀįķě Mř. Đřěxŀěř
ẅǿųŀđ mǻķě běțș ǿň ẅħǻț pěǿpŀě ẅǿųŀđ bě ẅěǻřįňģ ǻ ỳěǻř įň ǻđvǻňčě, șįňčě țħǻț’ș ħǿẅ
ŀǿňģ įț țǿǿķ țǿ đěșįģň ǻňđ přǿđųčě įțěmș. Ħįțș ģųǻřǻňțěěđ ħǻňđșǿmě řěțųřňș ųňțįŀ țħě
ňěxț șěǻșǿň.
Ňǿẅ, čǿmpěțįțǿřș ẅįțħ ħįģħ-țěčħ, đǻțǻ-đřįvěň șųppŀỳ čħǻįňș čǻň čǿpỳ șțỳŀěș fǻșțěř ǻňđ
mǿvě țħěm įňțǿ șțǿřěș įň ǻ mǻțțěř ǿf ẅěěķș. Ǿňŀįňě mǻřķěțpŀǻčěș đřįvě đǿẅň přįčěș, ǻňđ
đěșįģň đěțǻįŀș șųčħ ǻș ňįčěř bųțțǿňș ǻňđ řįčħěř čǿŀǿřș ǻřě ŀěșș ǻppǻřěňț ǿň țħě įňțěřňěț.
Șǿčįǻŀ měđįǻ ǻđđș fųěŀ țǿ țħě șțỳŀě čħųřň—čǿňșųměřș ẅǻňț ǻ ňěẅ ǿųțfįț fǿř ěvěřỳ
İňșțǻģřǻm pǿșț.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/jcrewsbigmisshowtechnologytransformedretail1495636817?shareToken=st7992b110bccc4b07a95112c3b4b7bec4&reflink=…
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Latest Trend
J.Crew Group's same-store sales have
declined for 10 straight quarters;
change from a year earlier
5.0%

Mř. Đřěxŀěř’ș pŀǻň įș țǿ ěmpħǻșįżě ŀǿẅěř
přįčěș, pįvǿț țǿẅǻřđ mǿřě đįģįțǻŀ mǻřķěțįňģ
ǻňđ ǻđǿpț ǻ mǿřě ǻččěșșįbŀě įmǻģě. “Ẅě
běčǻmě ǻ ŀįțțŀě țǿǿ ěŀįțįșț įň ǿųř ǻțțįțųđě,” ħě
șǻįđ.

2.5
0
-2.5

Mǻňỳ vįșįǿňǻřįěș fǿčųș ǿň đǿįňģ ẅħǻț țħěỳ đǿ
běșț, ěvěň ẅħěň țħě ģřǿųňđ șħįfțș běňěǻțħ
țħěm. Fřǿm ňěẅșpǻpěřș țǿ țěŀěvįșįǿň,
șųččěșșfųŀ čǿmpǻňįěș ħǻvě běěň ųpěňđěđ bỳ
đįșřųpțįvě țěčħňǿŀǿģįěș. Fǻčěbǿǿķ İňč. įș ňǿẅ
țħě ẅǿřŀđ’ș ŀǻřģěșț pųbŀįșħěř; Ňěțfŀįx İňč. įș
ẅǿřțħ țẅįčě ǻș mųčħ ǻș ČBȘ Čǿřp.

-5.0
-7.5
-10.0
-12.5
2013

“Țħě řųŀěș ǿf țħě ģǻmě ħǻvě čħǻňģěđ,” șǻįđ
Jǻňěț Ķŀǿppěňbųřģ, přěșįđěňț ǿf JJĶ
Řěșěǻřčħ, ǻ řěțǻįŀ-fǿčųșěđ řěșěǻřčħ fįřm. “İț’ș
ňǿț jųșț ǻbǿųț přǿđųčț ǻňỳmǿřě. İț’ș ǻŀșǿ
ǻbǿųț șpěěđ ǻňđ přįčįňģ.”

’14

’15

’16

“Țħě įňčųmběňț ŀěǻđěřș ňěvěř șěě įț čǿmįňģ,”
șǻįđ Čŀǻỳțǿň Čħřįșțěňșěň, țħě Ħǻřvǻřđ
Bųșįňěșș Șčħǿǿŀ přǿfěșșǿř ẅħǿ įňțřǿđųčěđ țħě țħěǿřỳ ǿf đįșřųpțįvě įňňǿvǻțįǿň 20 ỳěǻřș
ǻģǿ. “Țħěỳ fǿčųș ǿň țħěįř běșț čųșțǿměřș ǻňđ țřỳ țǿ přǿvįđě ẅħǻț țħěỳ ňěěđ, bųț țħě
čųșțǿměřș ẅħǿ fįřșț đěfěčț [țǿ ňěẅ țěčħňǿŀǿģỳ] ǻřě ųșųǻŀŀỳ țħě ŀěǻșț přǿfįțǻbŀě.”
Source: company filings
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Mr. Drexler said J.Crew gave a perception of being higher priced than it was. Above, performer Sandra Bernhard poses in
J.Crew at New York Fashion Week in February. PHOTO: BRIAN ACH/GETTY IMAGES

Mř. Đřěxŀěř, ķňǿẅň ǻș țħě “měřčħǻňț přįňčě,” bųįŀț șǿmě ǿf Ǻměřįčǻ’ș mǿșț řěčǿģňįżǻbŀě
ǻppǻřěŀ břǻňđș, įňčŀųđįňģ Ǿŀđ Ňǻvỳ, Bǻňǻňǻ Řěpųbŀįč ǻňđ mǿșț řěčěňțŀỳ Mǻđěẅěŀŀ. Ħě
fǿčųșěđ ǿň đěțǻįŀș șųčħ ǻș țħě fěěŀ ǿf țħě fǻbřįč, țħě ẅěįģħț ǿf țħě bųțțǿňș ǻňđ țħě pŀǻįđ
įňșįđě ẅǻįșțbǻňđș, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ fǿřměř ěxěčųțįvěș ẅħǿ ẅǿřķěđ ẅįțħ ħįm ǻț J.Čřěẅ ǻňđ
Ģǻp. Ħįģħěř qųǻŀįțỳ ǻŀŀǿẅěđ J.Čřěẅ țǿ čħǻřģě ǻ přěmįųm fǿř įțș čǻșųǻŀ, přěppỳ șțỳŀěș.
Țħě Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ Čįțỳ ňǻțįvě, ẅħǿ đǿěșň’ț ħǻvě ħįș ǿẅň İňșțǻģřǻm, Fǻčěbǿǿķ ǿř Țẅįțțěř
ǻččǿųňț, ẅǻș șħǻřįňģ țħǿųģħțș ẅįțħ ěmpŀǿỳěěș ǿň ǻ ŀǿųđșpěǻķěř—ħǿǿķěđ ųp țħřǿųģħ
ħįș pħǿňě—běfǿřě Țẅįțțěř ẅǻș ŀǻųňčħěđ. Ħě pǻįđ ǻțțěňțįǿň țǿ fįřșțħǻňđ șħǿppěř
fěěđbǻčķ ǿň fřěqųěňț vįșįțș țǿ șțǿřěș ŀǿňģ běfǿřě Ǻmǻżǿň.čǿm İňč. ẅǻș čǿŀŀěčțįňģ ųșěř
đǻțǻ. Ħě ẅǻș ǻŀșǿ șěŀŀįňģ čŀǿțħěș ǿňŀįňě běfǿřě mǻňỳ ǿțħěř șpěčįǻŀțỳ řěțǻįŀěřș. Ňěǻřŀỳ ħǻŀf
ǿf J.Čřěẅ’ș șǻŀěș ňǿẅ čǿmě fřǿm țħě ẅěb.
Bųț Mř. Đřěxŀěř đįđň’ț ǻppřěčįǻțě ħǿẅ țħě qųǻŀįțỳ ǿf ģǻřměňțș čǿųŀđ ěǻșįŀỳ ģěț ŀǿșț įň ǻ
șěǻ ǿf ǿpțįǿňș ǿňŀįňě, ẅħěřě přįčěș đřįvě đěčįșįǿňș, ǿř ħǿẅ șǿčįǻŀ měđįǻ ẅǿųŀđ ģįvě řįșě
țǿ đįșpǿșǻbŀě fǻșħįǿň. Ǿňŀįňě, přįčě ħǻș mǿřě įmpǻčț țħǻň țħě șěňșǿřỳ qųǻŀįțįěș ǿf
čŀǿțħįňģ. “Ỳǿų ģǿ įňțǿ ǻ șțǿřě—İ ŀǿvě țħįș, İ ŀǿvě țħįș, İ ŀǿvě țħįș,” ħě șǻįđ. “Ỳǿų ģǿ ǿňŀįňě
ǻňđ ỳǿų jųșț đǿň’ț ģěț țħě șǻmě șěňșě ǻňđ fěěŀ ǿf țħě ģǿǿđș běčǻųșě ỳǿų’řě ŀǿǿķįňģ ǻț ǻ
pįčțųřě.”
J.Čřěẅ ħǻș ǻbǿųț 460 șțǿřěș, ǻ șmǻŀŀěř bǻșě țħǻň mǻňỳ ǿțħěř čħǻįňș țħǻț ǻřě ňǿẅ
șħřįňķįňģ țħěįř fǿǿțpřįňțș. Bųț įț ħǻș șțįŀŀ șțřųģģŀěđ ǻș mǿřě șħǿppěřș čǿmpǻřě přįčěș
ǿňŀįňě ǻňđ bųỳ ŀěșș ěxpěňșįvě, țřěňđỳ čŀǿțħěș řǻțħěř țħǻň ǻ ŀǻșțįňģ ẅǻřđřǿbě.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/jcrewsbigmisshowtechnologytransformedretail1495636817?shareToken=st7992b110bccc4b07a95112c3b4b7bec4&reflink=…
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Ǻmǻżǿň.čǿm ǻňđ ǿțħěř ǻŀģǿřįțħm-bǻșěđ ẅěbșįțěș čǻň čħǻňģě přįčěș bỳ țħě ħǿųř bǻșěđ
ǿň đěmǻňđ, ǻňđ țħě vǻřįěțỳ ǿf ǿpțįǿňș mǻķěș įț ěǻșỳ țǿ mįx ǻňđ mǻțčħ břǻňđș.
“Țħě đǻỳș ǿf pěǿpŀě ẅěǻřįňģ ħěǻđ-țǿ-țǿě J.Čřěẅ ǻřě ǿvěř,” șǻįđ Čǻřŀǻ Čǻșěŀŀǻ, ǻň ǻňǻŀỳșț
ǻț J.P. Mǿřģǻň Čħǻșě & Čǿ.
Żįňňįǻħ Mųňǿż, ǻ 20-ỳěǻř-ǿŀđ mǻķěųp ǻřțįșț įň Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ Čįțỳ, șǻįđ șħě ẅǿųŀđ řǻțħěř bųỳ
ǻ șțỳŀě ǻț ǻ ŀǿẅěř přįčě țħǻň pǻỳ ěxțřǻ mǿňěỳ fǿř ǻ břǻňđ ňǻmě. “İ’m ǻŀẅǻỳș vįģįŀǻňț ǿf
ňǿț pǿșțįňģ țħě șǻmě șțỳŀě țẅįčě” ǿň İňșțǻģřǻm ǿř Fǻčěbǿǿķ, șħě ǻđđěđ.
Ǻț ǻň įňđųșțřỳ čǿňfěřěňčě įň 2010, Mř. Đřěxŀěř pŀǻỳěđ đǿẅň țħě įmpǻčț ǿf țěčħňǿŀǿģỳ ǿň
přįčěș, ǻřģųįňģ țħǻț qųǻŀįțỳ přǿđųčțș ǻřě țħě ķěỳ țǿ șųččěșș: “Ǻț țħě ěňđ ǿf țħě đǻỳ, İ
țħįňķ țħě fřǻňčħįșě ŀǻșțș ǻș ŀǿňģ ǻș țħě čřěǻțįvě přǿđųčț ģěțș fŀǿẅň țħřǿųģħ.”

Fashion Do's and Don'ts
J.Crew Group's stores and revenue have increased since Mickey Drexler became CEO
in 2003, but its debt has soared since a leveraged buyout in 2011, and it recorded a
loss in 2016.
Stores

Revenue

Long-term debt

Profit/loss

Note: For fiscal years, most recent ending Jan. 28
Source: company filings

Țǿđǻỳ, ẅįțħ ňěǻřŀỳ țẅǿ bįŀŀįǿň pěǿpŀě ųșįňģ Fǻčěbǿǿķ ěvěřỳ mǿňțħ, ħě fěěŀș đįffěřěňțŀỳ:
“Ỳǿų čǻňňǿț bě șųččěșșfųŀ ẅįțħǿųț běįňģ ǿbșěșșěđ ẅįțħ țħě přǿđųčț, ǿbșěșșěđ ẅįțħ
șǿčįǻŀ měđįǻ, ǻňđ ǿbșěșșěđ ẅįțħ đįģįțǻŀ,” ħě șǻįđ. “Řěțǻįŀ įș ňǿẅ ǻbǿųț ǻŀŀ țħǻț.”
Mř. Đřěxŀěř șǻįđ ħě ħǻșň’ț ģįvěň ųp ǿň qųǻŀįțỳ. İňșțěǻđ, ħě įș ňǿẅ ŀǿẅěřįňģ přįčěș ǿň
ǻbǿųț 300 įțěmș ǻňđ čřěǻțįňģ ǻň ǻňǻŀỳțįčș țěǻm đěđįčǻțěđ țǿ ǿpțįmįżįňģ přįčěș fǿř ěǻčħ
ģǻřměňț.
“Ẅě’řě běįňģ mųčħ mǿřě čǿmpěțįțįvě įň ǿųř přįčįňģ,” ħě șǻįđ. “Ẅě’řě ňǿț ģǿįňģ țǿ ǻŀŀǿẅ
ǿųř čǿmpěțįțǿřș țǿ țǻķě fřǿm ųș.”
Mǻđěẅěŀŀ, ẅħįčħ čǻțěřș țǿ ỳǿųňģěř șħǿppěřș ǻňđ ǿffěřș čħěǻpěř přįčěș, ħǻș
ǿųțpěřfǿřměđ țħě J.Čřěẅ břǻňđ, bųț řěpřěșěňțș ǿňŀỳ ǻbǿųț 14% ǿf țħě ģřǿųp’ș ǻňňųǻŀ
řěvěňųě.
Mř. Đřěxŀěř įș ǻŀșǿ ěxpǻňđįňģ țħě čǿmpǻňỳ’ș șųppŀỳ bǻșě běỳǿňđ přěđǿmįňǻňțŀỳ Čħįňǻ
țǿ ģěț běțțěř đěǻŀș ǻňđ șħǿřțěň țħě țįmě įț țǻķěș țǿ ģěț přǿđųčțș įňțǿ șțǿřěș.
Țħě mǿvěș ǻřě ǻįměđ ǻț ķěěpįňģ přįčěș čǿňșįșțěňț, řǻțħěř țħǻň ųňŀǿǻđįňģ ŀěfțǿvěř
įňvěňțǿřỳ țħřǿųģħ đįșčǿųňțș, ǻňđ ǻț řěțųňįňģ J.Čřěẅ’ș įđěňțįțỳ ǻș ǻň ǻffǿřđǻbŀě ǻňđ
ǻččěșșįbŀě břǻňđ fǿř ěvěřỳbǿđỳ—ňǿț jųșț țħě fǻșħįǿň-fǿřẅǻřđ čřǿẅđ.
Ŀǻșț mǿňțħ, Mř. Đřěxŀěř čųț 250 jǿbș, přįmǻřįŀỳ fřǿm ħěǻđqųǻřțěřș, ǻňđ șǻįđ ħě ẅǿųŀđ
pǻřț ẅǻỳș ẅįțħ Jěňňǻ Ŀỳǿňș, țħě ģřǿųp’ș ŀǿňģțįmě čřěǻțįvě čħįěf ẅħǿ ẅǻș țħě đřįvįňģ
fǿřčě běħįňđ J.Čřěẅ’ș mǿșț ħįģħ-přįčě ǻňđ đǻřįňģ șțỳŀěș, șųčħ ǻș șěqųįňěđ bŀǻżěřș ǻňđ
fěǻțħěř șķįřțș.
Mř. Đřěxŀěř įș ǻŀșǿ pųțțįňģ mǿřě ǿf țħě břǻňđ’ș řěșǿųřčěș běħįňđ đįģįțǻŀ mǻřķěțįňģ, ǻňđ
șħįfțįňģ ǻẅǻỳ fřǿm ǻ ǿňě-șįżě-fįțș-ǻŀŀ mǿňțħŀỳ čǻțǻŀǿģ. Mǻįŀįňģș ẅįŀŀ bě țǻřģěțěđ bǻșěđ
ǿň čųșțǿměř đǻțǻ ģŀěǻňěđ fřǿm țħě čǿmpǻňỳ’ș ǿňŀįňě bųșįňěșș.
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Mr. Drexler said he is expanding the company’s supply base to get better deals and shorten the time it takes to get
products into stores. PHOTO: MARLENE AWAAD/BLOOMBERG NEWS

Țħě Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ-bǻșěđ čǿmpǻňỳ įș čǻřřỳįňģ mǿřě țħǻň $2 bįŀŀįǿň ǿf đěbț ǻňđ ħǻș ŀěșș țħǻň
$150 mįŀŀįǿň įň čǻșħ, fǿŀŀǿẅįňģ Mř. Đřěxŀěř’ș ŀěvěřǻģěđ bųỳǿųț įň 2011 ẅįțħ ȚPĢ Čǻpįțǻŀ
ǻňđ Ŀěǿňǻřđ Ģřěěň & Pǻřțňěřș. İț ħǻș pǻįđ įțș pǻșț țħřěě įňțěřěșț pǻỳměňțș bỳ įșșųįňģ
ňěẅ đěbț.
Țǿ bųỳ țįmě, Mř. Đřěxŀěř ǻňđ ħįș fěŀŀǿẅ đįřěčțǿřș pěřfǿřměđ ǻ čǿmpŀįčǻțěđ fįňǻňčįǻŀ
mǻňěųvěř țħǻț pųț țħě čǿmpǻňỳ’ș břǻňđ ǻňđ įňțěŀŀěčțųǻŀ přǿpěřțỳ ǿųț ǿf țħě řěǻčħ ǿf
đěbțħǿŀđěřș. İňvěșțǿřș ǻřě fįģħțįňģ țħě mǿvěș įň čǿųřț, ǻřģųįňģ įț įș țǻňțǻmǿųňț țǿ ǻ
đěfǻųŀț.
Ǻț ŀěǻșț $560 mįŀŀįǿň ǿf đěbț įș đųě įň 2019. Țħě čǿmpǻňỳ įș ňěģǿțįǻțįňģ ẅįțħ ŀěňđěřș țǿ
pųșħ bǻčķ țħě đųě đǻțě ǻňđ ŀǿẅěř įțș đěbț ŀǿǻđ bỳ ǿffěřįňģ țǿ șẅǻp șǿmě ǿf țħě đěbț fǿř
ěqųįțỳ.
“İț’ș ųňčŀěǻř ẅħěțħěř țħěỳ ẅįŀŀ čǿmě țǿ ǻň ǻģřěěměňț,” șǻįđ Řǻỳǻ Șǿķǿŀỳǻňșķǻ, ǻň
ǻňǻŀỳșț ǻț Mǿǿđỳ’ș. “İț ẅǿųŀđ șțįŀŀ ŀěǻvě țħě čǿmpǻňỳ ħįģħŀỳ ŀěvěřǻģěđ,” ǻđđįňģ țħǻț
J.Čřěẅ’ș čǻpįțǻŀ șțřųčțųřě įș ųňșųșțǻįňǻbŀě.
Přįvǻțě-ěqųįțỳ fįřm ȚPĢ’ș fįřșț bįģ běț ǿň J.Čřěẅ ẅǻș įň 1997, ẅħěň įț ǻčqųįřěđ ǻ mǻjǿřįțỳ
șțǻķě. İț řěčřųįțěđ Mř. Đřěxŀěř țǿ řųň țħě bųșįňěșș įň 2003 ǻfțěř čỳčŀįňģ țħřǿųģħ fǿųř
ČĚǾș įň fįvě ỳěǻřș. Bỳ țħě țįmě ȚPĢ șǿŀđ țħě ŀǻșț ǿf įțș șħǻřěș įň 2009, țħě fįřm ħǻđ mǻđě
mǿřě țħǻň șěvěň țįměș įțș įňvěșțměňț.
Mř. Đřěxŀěř ħǻđ ňěǻřŀỳ țřįpŀěđ řěvěňųě ǻňđ țřǻňșfǿřměđ ẅħǻț ẅǻș ŀǻřģěŀỳ ǻ čǻțǻŀǿģ
bųșįňěșș bỳ ģǿįňģ įň țħě ǿppǿșįțě đįřěčțįǿň ǿf ħįș přěđěčěșșǿřș ǻňđ čǿmpěțįțǿřș. Ħě
įňčřěǻșěđ přįčěș ǻňđ ěŀěvǻțěđ qųǻŀįțỳ—ěvěň čřěǻțįňģ ǻ ŀįbřǻřỳ ǻț ħěǻđqųǻřțěřș țǿ
đǿčųměňț țħě ųňįqųě ħųěș țħě břǻňđ įňvěňțěđ ěǻčħ șěǻșǿň.
Ẅħěň șǻŀěș șŀįppěđ įň 2010, ȚPĢ șẅǿǿpěđ bǻčķ įň. İň 2011, țħě fįřm pǻřțňěřěđ ẅįțħ
Ŀěǿňǻřđ Ģřěěň ǻňđ țǿǿķ țħě čǿmpǻňỳ přįvǻțě įň ǻ $2.8 bįŀŀįǿň đěǻŀ.
İň 2014, ȚPĢ ǻňđ Ŀěǿňǻřđ Ģřěěň ẅěřě ňěģǿțįǻțįňģ ǻ șǻŀě ǿf țħě čǿmpǻňỳ țǿ Ųňįqŀǿ
ǿẅňěř Fǻșț Řěțǻįŀįňģ Čǿ. ẅħįŀě ǻț țħě șǻmě țįmě ħįřįňģ bǻňķěřș fǿř ǻ pǿțěňțįǻŀ İPǾ, ẅħěň
čŀǿțħįňģ șǻŀěș běģǻň țǿ fǻŀŀ ǻģǻįň. Țħě șǻŀě pŀǻňș ěvǻpǿřǻțěđ, ǻňđ bỳ țħě ěňđ ǿf țħě ỳěǻř
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țħě čǿmpǻňỳ ẅřǿțě đǿẅň țħě vǻŀųě ǿf įțș șțǿřěș bỳ mǿřě țħǻň $500 mįŀŀįǿň ǻňđ įțș břǻňđ
ňǻmě bỳ $145 mįŀŀįǿň.
ȚPĢ čǿ-fǿųňđěř Đǻvįđ Bǿňđěřmǻň řěčěňțŀỳ ǻčķňǿẅŀěđģěđ J.Čřěẅ ǻňđ įțș pěěřș ǻřě
șțřųģģŀįňģ ẅįțħ đěčŀįňįňģ mǻŀŀ țřǻffįč ǻňđ țħě șħįfț țǿ ǿňŀįňě șħǿppįňģ. “Țħě įňțěřňěț ħǻș
přǿvěň mųčħ mǿřě řěșįŀįěňț ǻňđ mųčħ mǿřě įmpǿřțǻňț țħǻň mǿșț ǿf ųș țħǿųģħț ǻ đěčǻđě
ǻģǿ,” ħě șǻįđ ǻț ǻ čǿňfěřěňčě ěǻřŀįěř țħįș mǿňțħ.
İň ǻň ěmǻįŀ, ȚPĢ čǿ-fǿųňđěř Jǻměș Čǿųŀțěř ẅřǿțě, “Ẅě běŀįěvě Mįčķěỳ ǻňđ țħě J.Čřěẅ
mǻňǻģěměňț ǻřě ģěțțįňģ țħě șțřǻțěģỳ ǻňđ țěǻm įň pŀǻčě țǿ pǿșįțįǿň J.Čřěẅ țǿ șųččěěđ įň
țħįș ňěẅ ẅǿřŀđ.”

J.Crew shirts in 2013. The company’s sales at stores open at least a year have fallen for the past 10 quarters. PHOTO:
CHRIS RATCLIFFE/BLOOMBERG NEWS

İň řěčěňț ỳěǻřș, čųșțǿměřș ħǻvě běčǿmě čŀǿșěŀỳ ǻțțųňěđ țǿ přįčěș. Ǻfțěř șǻŀěș běģǻň țǿ
fǻŀŀ, Mř. Đřěxŀěř șǻįđ ħě ǻđđřěșșěđ șțỳŀě přǿbŀěmș—șųčħ ǻș “bǿxỳ” čųțș țħǻț ẅěřě
ųňpǿpųŀǻř ǻmǿňģ J.Čřěẅ čųșțǿměřș—ǻňđ qųǻŀįțỳ įșșųěș, pǻřțįčųŀǻřŀỳ pįŀŀįňģ čǻșħměřě
ǻňđ Ț-șħįřțș ẅįțħ țħįň fǻbřįč. Șțįŀŀ, țħě čǿmpǻňỳ ħǻđ țǿ ǿffěř đįșčǿųňțș ǿf 40%-50% țǿ
mǿvě įňvěňțǿřỳ.
J.Čřěẅ ěvěňțųǻŀŀỳ đěțěřmįňěđ șħǿppěřș ẅěřě ŀǿǿķįňģ fǿř běțțěř vǻŀųě ǻňđ țħǻț mǻňỳ
pěǿpŀě ẅěřě pųț ǿff bỳ țħě $800 șķįřțș ǻňđ $1,900 șẅěǻțěřș įň țħě “J.Čřěẅ Čǿŀŀěčțįǿň”—
ǻň ěxpěňșįvě ŀįňě șpěǻřħěǻđěđ bỳ Mș. Ŀỳǿňș fěǻțųřěđ přǿmįňěňțŀỳ įň mǻřķěțįňģ ǻňđ
ẅįňđǿẅ đįșpŀǻỳș, ěvěň țħǿųģħ įț řěpřěșěňțěđ ǻ șmǻŀŀ pǿřțįǿň ǿf měřčħǻňđįșě.
“Ẅě ģǻvě ǻ pěřčěpțįǿň ǿf běįňģ ǻ ħįģħěř-přįčěđ čǿmpǻňỳ țħǻň ẅě ẅěřě—įň ǿųř čǻțǻŀǿģ,
ǿňŀįňě ǻňđ įň ǿųř ģěňěřǻŀ přěșěňțǻțįǿň,” șǻįđ Mř. Đřěxŀěř. “Věřỳ bįģ mįșțǻķě.”
Mș. Ŀỳǿňș đįđň’ț řěșpǿňđ țǿ řěqųěșțș fǿř čǿmměňț.
Șǿmě ǿf țħě qųįřķỳ đěșįģňș ẅěřě țǿǿ mųčħ fǿř Țřįčįǻ Ŀǿųvǻř, ǻ 42-ỳěǻř-ǿŀđ ẅřįțěř ǻňđ
įŀŀųșțřǻțǿř įň Șįșțěřș, Ǿřě. Șħě ħǻđ șħǿppěđ ǻț J.Čřěẅ įň țħě pǻșț, bųț běģǻň fįňđįňģ țħě
čŀǿțħěș įňčřěǻșįňģŀỳ įmpřǻčțįčǻŀ ǻňđ ųňǻffǿřđǻbŀě. İň ǻ ẅįđěŀỳ șħǻřěđ ǿpěň ŀěțțěř țǿ Mș.
Ŀỳǿňș įň 2015, șħě ẅřǿțě: “İ șțįŀŀ čǻň’ț ẅřǻp mỳ ħěǻđ ǻřǿųňđ țħě přįčě ǿf ǻň ‘ěvěřỳđǻỳ
ǿųțfįț,’ ” ẅħįčħ șħě țǻŀŀįěđ ųp ǻț $596 ǻňđ șǻįđ ẅǻș ěqųįvǻŀěňț țǿ țħě přįčě ǿf ǻ ňěẅ
čǿmpųțěř ǿř 298 șčħǿǿŀ ŀųňčħěș.
İň Ǻpřįŀ, Mř. Đřěxŀěř ňǻměđ Șǿmșǻčķ Șįķħǿųňmųǿňģ, ẅħǿ ħǻș běěň ẅįțħ țħě čǿmpǻňỳ
șįňčě 2001, țǿ țħě pǿșț ǿf čħįěf đěșįģň ǿffįčěř, bųț ħě ẅǿň’ț țǻķě țħě ħįģħ-přǿfįŀě řǿŀě țħǻț
Mș. Ŀỳǿňș ħǻđ. J.Čřěẅ “ẅǿň’ț bě ǻbǿųț ǻňỳ đěșįģňěř,” Mř. Đřěxŀěř șǻįđ. “Ẅě’řě ģěțțįňģ
bǻčķ țǿ běįňģ ẅħǿ ẅě ǻřě—mųčħ mǿřě čǿmfǿřțǻbŀě, ǻppřǿǻčħǻbŀě, đěmǿčřǻțįč ǻňđ
fřįěňđŀỳ.”
Mș. Ŀǿųvǻř șǻįđ șħě řěțųřňěđ țǿ ǻ șțǿřě ǻ fěẅ ẅěěķș ǻģǿ fǿř țħě fįřșț țįmě įň țẅǿ ỳěǻřș
ǻňđ bǿųģħț șěvěřǻŀ ňěẅ pįěčěș. “Țħě přįčěș fěŀț mǿřě řěǻșǿňǻbŀě,” șħě șǻįđ. “İț ẅǻș mǿřě
ŀįķě țħě J.Čřěẅ İ řěměmběř.”
Ẅřįțě țǿ Ķħǻđěějǻ Șǻfđǻř ǻț ķħǻđěějǻ.șǻfđǻř@ẅșj.čǿm
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